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23rd Street Building To

Pataki Proposes

Undergo Makeover in 2008

Restructuring of
TAP Awards
By MARCIA BARRAN

“It’s about time,” said one student, who sat
outside the building having a cigarette between
classes.
Administrators decided that the building’s
facilities were run-down and technology sorely
lacking. While the building does house Baruch
High School, currently most classrooms sit
unused, with only the natural science laborato-

Students may be in for another financial battle if proposed plans to restructure the Tuition
Assistance Program (TAP) pass the New York
State Legislature. The current proposal issued
by Governor George Pataki calls for one-third
of financial aid awards to be set aside and
issued to students only upon graduation.
The proposal, which is included as part of the
2004-2005 Executive Budget for New York
State, is the third of its kind in three years,
although it had been previously rejected in
2002 and 2003.
If passed, the proposed reconfiguration of
TAP awards would be split into two components. The “base” award – equivalent to twothirds of a student’s TAP award -- would be
paid in accordance with current tuition payment
schedules. The remaining one-third, or a “performance” award, would be paid to students
upon completion of their degree programs at
any point, without a set time limit.
According to Pataki, the plan would encourage students to stay in school and earn their

See FUTURE, Page 3
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Faculty Member To Initiate
Baruch Chapter Of Best
Buddies Program
7
The 23rd Street building was under construction in 1928 and was opened one year later.
(Photo/ Baruch College Archives)

One Student Argues That
Scholarships Shouldn’t
Benefit Minorities Alone

By JENNIFER BLECHER
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17 Lex is getting a makeover—in a few years.
Continuing its upgrade of campus facilities,
Baruch has plans to renovate the 23rd St.
Building, which has been languishing in the
shadow of the Informational Technology
Building (commonly referred to as the Library
Building) that opened in 1994, and the college’s
flagship building, the Vertical Campus, that
opened in 2001.

Baruch’s Enrollment Stretches

Committee

Beyond Five Boroughs

Assembles to

By AARON SIEGEL

Sex And The City Calls It
Quits After Six Memorable
Seasons on HBO
13

As the reputation of Baruch College has been
on the rise, the draw to the Flatiron District
school has increased as well.
The demographics of school enrollment have
been shifting, and 1,667 Baruch students on
mailing list appear with addresses outside of
the New York City limits, encompassing Long
Island, Westchester, New Jersey and
Connecticut at the graduate and undergraduate
levels.
“Many of the new students are children of
alumni from Long Island and Westchester,”
said James Murphy, Vice President of
Admissions at Baruch College. “We are also
getting some more transfer students from within New York.”
The suburban trend is quite significant, as 337
students hail from Westchester, 899 from Long
Island.
“My sister went here and had a very happy
time,” said Heidi Cinquegrana who commutes
two hours a day from Huntington, Long Island.
Yet, Baruch students make commutes that eat
up far larger portion of their days.

“I can probably guess that you will not find
someone that commutes longer than I do, and if
you do, please tell me because I would like to
meet them and shake their hand,” said freshman
Kristin Savage, who is drawn to Baruch
because of the CUNY Honors College.
Savage Commutes five hours a day to
Riverhead, Long Island. “I also came to Baruch
because I liked the idea of being in the city as
opposed to the countryside. I knew it would be
a good experience and it would allow me to
grow more independent than if I had chosen to
go to a college closer to home.”
The focus on commuting has stretched
beyond New York City boundaries. Three hundred and ninety-seven students from New
Jersey are making the effort to commute from
beyond city limits, and picking up a larger tab
to get to class. the Baruch population also
includes 34 students from Connecticut, six
from California, five from Massachusetts and
three from Alabama.
“I like it here,” said Senior Industrial-
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The Long Island Railroad is a source of transportation for the 899 and growing Baruch students who commute from Long Island. (Photo/ www.nycsubway.org)

Decide New
President
By AARON SIEGEL
This past week, two meetings took place at
Baruch College to decide on who will be chosen as the future President of Baruch College.
The first meeting on Monday, February 23
invited a panel of Baruch College students from
the graduate and undergraduate levels.
Representatives of the Weissman School of Arts
and Sciences and the Zicklin School of
Business were selected to serve on the panel as
student leaders.
The panel listed a number of qualities that
they felt would better the school from the
Presidential office.
One recurring theme from the meeting is to
have a leader with strong connections to the
New York City community.
Other predominant topics brought forth by
the panelists included a need for a President
who looks to heed to student concerns, a strong
character who can market the school well,
someone who is more politically involved in
local affairs. Someone who would also care
about student life along with placing a strong
emphasis on academics, as well as faculty-student relationships. The future president should
also plan to continue raising the academic
acceptance standards at Baruch.
Other concerns included treatment of international students and the continued funding for
the Career Development Center, the lack of
dorms at Baruch, a lack of childcare and too
few courses being given in the daytime.
Weissman and Zicklin panelists alike
acknowledged that students in the Weissman
School or Arts and Sciences are not receiving
the attention that they crave. The panel noted
that a perspective candidate should be prepared
to commit to five- to seven- year tenure that the
See FUTURE, Page 5
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Students Question the 10 PM
Vertical Campus Curfew
By ADENIKE HUGGINS
Any parties in the Vertical Campus must end
by 10 p.m. Many students like Latoya
McBride, president of the Seek Society,
expressed frustration at this fact. “It’s just not
fair, because other CUNY schools don’t follow
the same rules,” she said.
While it is true that schools such as Brooklyn
College and Hunter College often have parties
well into the early morning hours, CUNY
Peace Officer Ford said, “Although it [Baruch]
is a CUNY school we have different rules and
regulations.”
Officer Ford also hinted,
“Student Life set this up.”
Office of Student Life director, Carl Aylman
explained that because the area surrounding
Baruch College is zoned as a residential area,
the 10 p.m. time isn’t arbitrary but rather a mat-

“The bulk of the college’s
money goes to academic
resources, so we do what
we can afford to do and
press that as far as we can
go.”
ter of zoning law. At the old buildings, “residents used to call the police,” if parties ran late,
explained Aylman. While other CUNY schools
have later parties and officers are always present at Baruch even when students aren’t, it is
not that simple to just extend event hours.
In fact Aylman revealed that the prospect of
longer hours is something he doesn’t see hap-

pening in the foreseeable future. For Latoya
McBride, who has been pushing the Office of
Student Life for extended event hours for a
while, that answer simply does not sit well.
The issue really comes down to money. There
is always a minimum level of security at
Baruch, even on the weekends. However, when
more students are present, more officers must
be hired or paid overtime.
This is why Aylman feels that closing the
school at 5 p.m. on the weekends makes sense
because there are no classes in session at that
time to warrant extra security. Budget is paramount on his list.
“The bulk of the college’s money goes to academic resources, so we do what we can afford
to do and press that as far as we can go,” he
said. “There isn’t enough staff to go around”
because of a “succession of less and less
staffing over the years,” he added.
Despite the fact that events may not run as
late as they do in other schools, there are more
of them in Baruch, Aylman said. “We have bigger programming calendars and the frequency
of parties at other CUNY schools is a lot less,”
he added.
For the disgruntled students and club members, junior Sunit Soom offered this consolation: “If clubs want parties after 10, they should
direct their patrons to after parties to other locations where zoning laws aren’t at issue.”
This is a fact with which Aylman happily concurred. “There are tons of clubs in New York,”
he said.

Future Changes to Take Place
at 23rd Street Building
Continued from front
ries regularly occupied. Other random classes
are held there, along with some sections of
Freshman Seminar. The Honors College used to
have a lounge on the ninth floor, but abandoned
it last year for better quarters on 25th St.
Stragglers are sometimes still seen in the large
room.
As for technology, 23rd lacks the wireless
connectivity of the other buildings as well as
computers and projectors in the classrooms.
The building does not even have turnstiles, and
security personnel must sit and check IDs.
Planned renovations include additional
research labs, an upgrade of the natural sciences classrooms in general, the addition of
“smart classrooms” like the VC currently has,
and overall better telecommunications. This is
all conceptual, however, since no visual plans
have yet been laid out.
As for the gym, Dan Kaufmann, director of
Campus Facilities and Operations, said that
because the VC already has advanced athletic
facilities it will no longer be of any use. “There
are no definite plans,” he said, “but it may be
converted into a lecture hall.” This would be in
addition to Mason Hall, on the main floor of the
building, which occasionally hosts lectures and
is often the site of CUNY exams, such as the
Writing Assessment and the CUNY Proficiency
Exam.
According to Kaufmann, the resulting interior will be more like the library. There are no

construction plans for the exterior, except for
some minor “cosmetic improvements,” which
would be done over the next few years.
The plans have actually been set for a few
years now, but construction has not begun
because of money issues.
“We’ve got the plans, but the funding isn’t
available,” said Assistant Vice President of
Admissions James Murphy. The school needs
to come up with $270 million before construction can begin.
Kaufmann said that the money has been allocated into CUNY’s 5-Year capital plan, but that
everything is still a little behind schedule.
Actual construction is now not set to begin until
2008, which means that even Baruch freshmen
will probably not be here to enjoy the improvements.
According to Kaufmann, the delays are not
the fault of Baruch or CUNY, but are a result of
the city’s and state’s budget problems. “If it
could be accelerated, the University would, but
it’s the state,” Kaufmann said. He attended a
CUNY meeting last Wednesday concerning the
funding, but no details have yet been disclosed.
17 Lexington, originally known as the School
of Business and Civic Administration, was
completed in 1929, with an additional eight
floors added in 1930, after the building that
previously occupied the site, the original Free
Academy, was deemed too dangerous for students. Because of its location, the building was
given landmark status in November, 2001.

The 23rd St. building is in its 75th year of usage as part of CUNY. (Photo/Aaron Siegel)
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Baruch Students Commute From
Farther Away to Get to Class
Continued from front
Organizational Psychology Major Shaya
Lenzer, who commutes for two hours a day
from Englewood, New Jersey. “This school is
awesome. I have never enjoyed school as much
as I am now.”
“It’s going up,” said Murphy, referring to the
increases in the number of suburbanites that
commute to Baruch. In terms of socio-economic status he agreed that Baruch is still
cheaper than New York University, and is
worth the out of state tuition and the pricey

“I can probably guess that
you will not find someone
that commutes longer than
I do, and if you do- please
tell me because I would
like to meet them and
shake their hand.”
fares that students incur to get to school.
Murphy added that the trend has changed over
the past five years as Baruch is sending more
recruiters out.
Commuting within New York City can also be
quite time consuming, and it is a daily chore for
the 13,475 City residents enrolled at Baruch,
with only 2,441 living in the school’s home
borough, Manhattan. Queens leads all boroughs, with 4,811 students living in the city’s
largest and highest-populated borough.
Brooklyn is a close second, with 4,503
Brooklynites attending Baruch. Bronx (1,208)
and Staten Island (512) round out the list.
“We have a great literary community here at
Baruch,” said senior Volkan Unsal, who com-

mutes from Woodside, Queens for 30 minutes
each way. “I do not mind the commute for a
second.”
“Baruch is becoming younger,” acknowledged Murphy. Many more students come
directly out of high school when they start as
freshmen at Baruch. He added that the number
of transfers has decreased, and he predicted that
the number of transfers would increase in the
upcoming years because the graduation rate is
increasing.
He added that the number of transfers has
decreased because the transfer GPA has
increased to 3.25. Its requirements have recently decreased to 3.0 for students with 24 or more
credits.
In every stretch of the word, Baruch is the
quintessential commuter school.

Baruch students travel from the five boroughs and beyond to get to class every day.
(Photo/ www.nyoha.org and Aaron Siegel)

City Councilman Charles Barron
Commemorates Black History Month

In commemoration of Black History Month, Charles Barron (above) spoke at an event at
Baruch College. (Photo/ www.ppnyc.org/action/img/anti_bush_rally/101_0101.JPG)

By AARON SIEGEL
Charles Barron, a City Councilman (D) from
the 42nd district in Brooklyn addressed more
than one hundred students in the multi-purpose
room on Tuesday, February 24 about his perspective on politics in New York City and its
impact on the African-American community.
The event titled, “From Grassroots to the
Mainstream” focused on leadership within the
African-American community and advocated
progression up the political ladder.
Barron spoke often during his speech about
his political views, insisting that the AfricanAmerican community uses the support it puts
behind Al Sharpton in the primary as a bargaining chip to get what they feel is necessary from
Democratic Presidential Candidate John Kerry.
Barron is also the chair of the Higher Education
Committee on the New York City Council.
He also spoke about his planned campaign to
run for New York City Mayor in 2005. He
focused on his disagreements with the policies
of the Bloomberg administration towards those
in the lower tax brackets. Calling himself a
fighter for the working man, he spoke about his
proposed two-cent tax per stock trade, as well

as other taxes that he proposed to affect those
who receive more than $250,000 or $1,000,000
per year.
Barron took offense at the fact that City Hall
mostly displays paintings of Caucasians who
have succeeded in serving New York City, and
pointed out that few minorities grace those
same walls. He complained about “unfair”
allocation practices that have helped neighborhoods such as the Upper East Side and have
hurt Harlem.
The councilman spoke about proudly about
being a CUNY graduate.
Throughout the speech, he engaged the
crowd, constantly asking for a round of
applause in order to enliven the atmosphere.
“I thought it was an engaging event,” said
Professor Arthur Lewin, of the Black and
Hispanic Studies Department. “[Barron] is an
innovative and outspoken speaker who has a
warm and engaging personality.”
The event was co-sponsored by the
Undergraduate Student Government, The Drum
Circle, Seek Society, Pre-Law Society, Hip Hop
201, African Students Association and National
Association of Black Accountants.
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For almost 100 years, students have come to us from diverse origins, not just to excel, but to achieve their
dreams. They have always been, and still are, the embodiment of ambition, determination, and perseverance. With those high ideals they’ve met the challenges of our demanding, first-class faculty and helped
Baruch become the well-regarded college it is today. It’s never easy. But our students have always had
the drive and dedication to get where they want to go. They are the living proof of what we believe: the
American Dream still works.

This ad is part of the Baruch College image campaign created by the agency Della Femina Rothschild Jeary and Partners. The ad,
which debuted in December 2003 in the New York Times and the Wall Street Journal, will appear regularly in these and other major
New York metropolitan area publications during the coming year, including the Daily News, Newsday, the New York Observer, and
Amsterdam News. A Spanish-language version will appear in El Diario, Hoy, and Noticias del Mundo.
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CUNY Students Will Begin
Taking CPE Exam
By JENNIE GETZLER
On March 2, students will begin taking the
CUNY Proficiency Exam (CPE) in order to satisfy an important requirement for receiving
their degrees.
As of September 1, 2004, a policy was established making it mandatory for all CUNY students to take and pass the CPE in order to
receive their Bachelor Degrees. This includes
students who entered as freshmen after fall
1999, transfer students from an outside college,
transfer students from another CUNY college
and students who have received their
Associates Degrees. Community college students are also required to pass the CPE in order
to receive their Associates Degrees.

“We are looking to equip
students with the skills to
succeed and make this a
first-rate school.”
The only students exempt from taking the
CPE are those students who have already
received their Bachelors Degrees. Students
searching for a loophole to taking the CPE will
not find one. Even though it had been assumed
by some that students who have received 25
credits from a private school are exempt from
taking the CPE, the office of Testing and
Evaluation confirmed that this is false.
“All students must take and pass the CPE
because it is a requirement for graduating and
receiving your Bachelor’s Degree,” said Mirtha
Pena, a college assistant for the Office of
Testing and Evaluation.
The CPE was developed in 1997 as a way of
measuring students’ competence for expressing
their ideas in areas of academic literacy and
critical thinking.
Alison Lovell, the Senior Communication
Fellow at the Bernard L. Schwartz Institute
commented, “The CPE is effective as an assessment tool. It provides an assessment independent of grades received through courses at the

school.”
Further, the exam is viewed as an important
tool for assessing the effectiveness of the curriculum at Baruch. In order to fulfill the CPE
requirement, students must have passed the
exam by the time they complete their 60th
credit. Students may not attempt to pass the
CPE until they have accumulated 45 credits.
“We are looking to equip students with the
skills to succeed and make this a first rate
school. If students have not mastered their
writing, we can look at the curriculum to see
how we can improve it,” stated Carol Morgan,
a member of the CPE committee. Students
should aim for a score of four or better in each
criterion in which they are scored.
The CPE consists of two tasks that students
must complete. The first task is an exercise in
which students must review a reading selection
provided prior to the exam, and write an essay
comparing it to another reading selection presented during the exam. Students must make
sure to address the four topics that are required
by the directions in their essay.
For the second task, students are presented
with a short reading and two pieces of data that
relate to the reading in some way. In this task,
students are required to write an essay in which
they state the claims of the reading and analyze
the data presented to either disprove or support
the claims that are made in their reading.
Students who are looking for help to pass the
CPE can go to the Student Academic
Consulting Center (SACC), where they can
meet with a tutor who has been trained to assist
students in passing the CPE. They can also
attend workshops that are provided by SACC to
help students understand the requirements of
the CPE and what must be done to pass the
exam.
Anyone with questions regarding the CPE can
visit the Office of Testing and Evaluation,
located on the 5th floor next to the escalators or
they can to go to the Baruch College website
for further information.

TAP Scholarship Proposed
For Reconfiguration
Continued from front
degrees, while providing them with an incentive to complete their education. At the same
time, the plan would secure the state’s investment in higher education through the TAP program.
“Students already have an incentive to graduate,” said Baruch Undergraduate Student
Government President Adrian Lovell. “We
don’t need the governor to give us one.”
“What the governor is saying is that first we’ll
approve for what you need, then we’ll give you
two-thirds of what you need,” said James
Murphy, Assistant Vice President of
Admissions at Baruch. “Then, if you can survive without the extra one-third, we’ll give it to
you when you graduate.”
Murphy does not believe that the proposed
TAP restructure will be passed. “The State
budget is not that bad off,” he said, adding that
to put such a plan into action would force the
government to address a host of other issues.
“They’d have to restructure the whole way we
pay taxes,” he said.
“It seems like it’s getting harder to graduate,”
said Lovell. “If [the State] wants to increase
tuition and cut aid, what do they want students
to do?”
Lovell said that instead of providing students
with an incentive to work towards, such a plan
might act in the reverse, hurting those students
who need financial aid the most. He added that
students might have to resort to working a parttime or full-time job to compensate for the loss
in TAP awards, which in turn lengthens the
amount of time it takes them to graduate. “It
defeats the purpose of getting students to graduate on time,” said Lovell. “The point of financial aid is to get money now.”

If such a plan comes to pass, students will be
expected to foot the extra costs that would usually be covered by their TAP awards. They will
be required to utilize federal loans to finance
their education. For those who have exhausted
this resource, state loans will be made available.
Currently, there are many guidelines students

“What the governor is
saying is that first we’ll
approve for what you
need, then we’ll give you
two-thirds of what you
need,”
said
James
Murphy, Assistant Vice
President of Admissions at
Baruch.
must meet in order to qualify for a TAP award.
Students must maintain a cumulative “C” average after receiving two annual installments,
must be enrolled in an approved field of study,
be a full-time matriculated student (at least 12
credits each semester), and attend an approved
post-secondary institution in New York State.
Applicants must also not be in default of any
HESC loans or repayment of any state awards.
Undergraduate students enrolled in four-year
programs may receive up to four years of TAP
award assistance if enrolled in a full-time program, and five years if in an approved, specialized program.

Piltzecker Septet Performs
at Engelman Recital Hall
By JENNIE GETZLER
On February 26, 2003, many gathered to hear
the Ted Piltzecker Septet perform various jazz
selections as part of the Milt Hinton Jazz
Perspective Concert Series.
The concert was held in the Engelman Recital
hall, which is located in room B-2 of the VC
building. The hall filled very quickly with students, professors and various faculty members
of the college in anticipation of the concert. The
Septet performed to a full house, as all seats
were taken.
From the start of the concert, it was evident
that an exciting performance was about to take
place. As the performers played, they showed a
passion for the music they were producing. It
became evident that all of the performers were
enjoying themselves as they performed.
The pieces that were played for the audience
were exciting to listen to. They had an upbeat
tempo and were very relaxing.
After the concert, some students expressed
their joy that they had attended, despite the fact
that they had been required to attend for class.
One student commented, “It was very relaxing

to listen to and was a very exciting experience
for me. I really enjoyed it very much.”

Ted Piltzecker Septet performs at Baruch as
part of the Milt Hinton Jazz perspective
Concert Series. (Photo/www.baruch.cuny.
edu)

Baruch Presidential Search Committee
Meets With Faculty and Students
Continued from front
position requires. A committee will review the
qualifications of perspective candidates, but
CUNY Chancellor Goldstein will make the
final decision.
The second meeting on Tuesday, February 24
was the first convening of the review board at
the 14th floor Conference Center at the Vertical
Campus. Those on the board include: Valerie
Lancaster Beal; CUNY Trustees Wellington Z.
Chen, Rita DiMartino, Joseph J. Lhota,
Kathleen M. Pesile, and Nilda Soto Ruiz;
Queens College President Dr. James L.
Muyskens; Dr. Neil Bennett, Professor at the
School of Public Affairs at Baruch; Dr. Cynthia
Hyla Whittaker Professor and Chair
Department of History at the Weissman School
of Arts and Sciences; Mr. Lawrence Zicklin
Alumni Representative. Damond Fauconier,
Baruch Graduate Student Assembly President
and Adrian Lovell, President of the
Undergraduate Student Government are also on
the panel.
Candidates will be sought out through advertisements in The New York Times, The Wall
Street Journal and The Chronicle of Education.
Panelists will nominate candidates for the position. The third source of candidates will come
from the suggestions of Cook, search consultant for Korn/Ferry, a consulting firm that pro-

vides world-wide executive search services.
Eighteen months have been allotted for the
search process, but depending on the success of
the search, a decision may come sooner.

A search committee has begun the search
for the replacement for Baruch President
Ned Regan (Photo/ Ticker Archives)

USG Repor t
On Tuesday, February 26, the Undergraduate
Student Government (USG) held their fourth
meeting of the semester.
President’s Report
President Adrian Lovell was absent due to the
Search Committee meeting for the new
President of Baruch College. He arrived at the
end of the meeting.
Vice President’s Report
Vice President Mohammed Iqbal reported
that based upon the recent Editorial that
appeared in The Ticker, the USG will begin to
work to write a new constitution that will separate full-time and part-time criteria to replace
the current day and evening criteria that students need to participate in government. He
also informed that it will be the senate’s
responsibility to draft the constitution.
Academic Affairs
John Nickles, the director of the Alumni
Association, mentioned his future plans to hold
an event with USG.
Finance Report
Lower Senator Lilliana Chang explained the
process for filing appeals for those who are
unaware of this procedure.

Treasurer’s Report
Treasurer Anthony Battle informed the government that two clubs asked for an increase
over ten percent to their budget. The GALA
club received $200 for both contractual and
refreshments. The Chess club received $100
for refreshments.
Appeals
The American Marketing Association asked
for $4212.92 and received $2800.00. The
Baruch Archery Club asked for $750 and
received $400. The Model United Nations
club received an additional $1000 to supplement the costs of the competition that they will
be competing in this April.
Old Business
Lower Senator Brian Philip informed the government that his newly minted Complaints Box
has been adorned with a fresh new coat of blue
paint and will be in use during club hours in the
lobby of the Vertical Campus.
New Business
A benefit concert will be held on April 22 for
Cancer Awareness month. A speaker will come
in from the American Cancer Society and the
funds raised will be used for a charitable donation.
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AIESEC Promotes U.S. - Arab
Relations With Salaam Project
By ANDREEA URSU
In a time when U.S.-Arab cooperation is so
critical to the world, a group of university students are showing that their generation is ready
to play an important role in developing this
cooperation. AIESEC, the International
Association of Students in Business and
Economic Sciences, has been running student
exchange programs for over 50 years. Over
400,000 students have had the opportunity to
take advantage of paid internships in 85 countries as the result of AIESEC’s student-run
exchange program.
On Sept. 11, 2003, AIESEC, with assistance
from the U.S. Department of State Bureau of
Educational and Cultural Affairs, launched an
initiative called the “Salaam Program.” It aims
to increase AIESEC’s exchanges between the
United States and the Arab world. This program
will provide undergraduate U.S. students with
opportunities to do summer internships in
Tunisia, Morocco, United Arab Emirates and
Egypt, and will provide students from those
four countries with opportunities for summer
internships in the United States.
The aim of the program is to build economic
and cultural ties among the participating countries. Students will not only be participating in
their internship, but will also be volunteering in
their host communities, giving presentations in
local schools about their culture, and participating in on-campus activities at local universities.
“It was a natural move for AIESEC to begin
focusing its programs on exchanging more students between the U.S. and the Arab world.
When we were founded in 1948, our first
exchanges were between France and Germany

because we have always believed that exchange
is most relevant in those environments where
there is a perceived divide. It’s only by giving
people an opportunity at a young age to build
meaningful ties to other countries that we can
begin to break down this perceived divide,”
said Suzanne Moyer, the AIESEC Salaam
Program Coordinator.
Students that participated in AIESEC’s pilot
exchange this past summer already feel this
impact. Andrea Lo, a senior at the University of
Texas-Austin, just returned to the United States
from a summer internship with AMIDEAST in
Tunis, Tunisia, where she taught English to
local students. “Many of [the students] have
asked me about the U.S. and about what
Americans think of Arabs and Muslims,” said
Lo. “They have heard of the fear and anger
towards these people as a result of the events of
September 11th, and they are eager to challenge
the stereotypes.”
Lo added that the students were eager to share
their culture with her, and were also interested
in learning more about American culture.
“[They want to know] how I differ from the
often negative stereotypes they have heard of
Americans,” Lo said. “This is the power of the
Salaam Project: in a time such as this, it allows
for an educational, personal, and peaceful
exchange between peoples of the U.S. and the
Muslim world.”
AIESEC is currently accepting applications
for the program and especially encourages
Baruch students to apply. To apply or to find
out more about the program please go to:
http://salaam.aieseconline.net or contact
Andreea Ursu, Salaam - U.S. Outgoing
Exchange Coordinator.
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VITA: The Free Fix For
The Broke Student
By FANG YUE WANG
Why line up at H&R Block and overpay
someone to do tax returns? Come to Baruch’s
VITA site, and they will gladly do it. As the
costs associated with college only seem to grow
(like tuition and books), free services at Baruch
are becoming more critical. VITA provides taxpayers with a free service at accessible locations, so that anyone can file their tax returns
fast and easy.
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance is a program of the Golden Key International Honour
Society. VITA volunteers are Baruch students
who have been fully trained and certified by the
IRS to prepare basic tax returns. VITA is a pro-

The goal is to reach out to
communities of need and
increase awareness of this
wonderful opportunity.
gram that is designed to help taxpayers with
their annual tax returns at no cost. This program
is readily available to everyone, but is mainly
focused on assisting seniors, low-income residents and students (both resident and international). CUNY students from other colleges can
also use the services at Baruch. VITA has been
helping students with their taxes at no cost for
12 years at Baruch.
VITA sites are dispersed in four boroughs
throughout New York City. The goal is to reach

out to communities of need and increase awareness of this wonderful opportunity. VITA service will offer convenient locations, which will
save a taxpayer’s time as well. The Baruch site
is also available to non-students if taxpayers
should have trouble accessing other sites. In
addition, each site will have bilingual students
to better serve non-native taxpayers.
Most taxpayers will only have to supply VITA
with their social security number, W-2 forms
and basic income information. It provides the
most accessible and most amiable environment
to sit down with VITA’s volunteers on a personal and private basis. Volunteers will take the
time to fill out tax forms step-by-step to be sure
that everyone gets what they deserve. they will
also provide all necessary tax forms.
Each volunteer has received rigorous training
and is certified by the IRS. To ensure top-quality service, VITA held extra tax workshops
established by the program directors to reinforce the IRS training and to simulate an actual
tax filing experience.
VITA’s offices are located in Room 320 on the
3rd floor of the library building (151 East 25th
street). Since some students had a tough time
finding the room last year, VITA will try to
increase the visibility of their location. The program will start at the beginning of March, and
services will extend to the end of taxpaying season. For more information about the address of
each site, please check the VITA website. If you
have any questions, please feel free to contact
the program at vita_2004_01@yahoo.com

Best Buddies Chapter To Be Initiated At Baruch
By MARCIA BARRAN
The Best Buddies organization, a non-profit
group that aims to enhance the lives of people
living with intellectual disabilities, will soon
establish a new chapter at Baruch College
under the tutelage of Allan Goldstein, a Baruch
adjunct who currently teaches Basic Writing.
One of the major goals of the Best Buddies
program is that it, “provides the opportunity to
help society understand that people with intellectual disabilities are people first,” said
Goldstein. “They do love, they do hurt, they
have feelings too.” According to the organization’s mission statement, Best Buddies offers
opportunities for one-to-one friendships
between the intellectually disabled and the nondisabled as well as provide integrated employment.
In an age where there is a slow but increased
acceptance of the mentally disabled, Goldstein
said that although progress has been made since
the days where this sector of society was often
abandoned, there is still some way to go.
“People [with disabilities] are being mainstreamed but a lot of people with disabilities are
still going to day programs,” he said. Goldstein
commented that such programs as well as
group homes do serve a positive purpose by
offering the mentally disabled the chance to
participate in classes and activities which provides a forum for interaction. The pitfall is that
such programs only run the course of the day
and its participants are then sent back home,
creating only a temporary interactive environment. Additionally, activities such as walking
in the neighborhood or purchasing items at a
store are often done in groups, resulting in less
one-on-one interaction between a mentally disabled individual and a non-disabled person.
“The object for me is to promote inclusion,”
said Goldstein. “Society is a better place when
we’re living among those who are not quite like
us.”
Goldstein first discovered the Best Buddies
program while working on an article about disabilities in Denmark a few years ago. After
meeting with an advocate who wanted to bring

the program to Denmark, Goldstein was put in
contact with coordinators at New York
University, where a program chapter is established.
But coincidence is not his only connection to
the program. Goldstein, whose own brother is
mentally disabled, became the main family
contact when his parents passed on and could
no longer fulfill the responsibility of caring for
his brother. Goldstein admitted that being
detached from his brother for so long caused
him to learn how to be a brother. “I didn’t know
how to be a brother,” he said.
Goldstein has since written a book, “Finding
Fred,” a memoir that chronicles the true story
of two brothers who reunite. “The book was
about rediscovering my brother,” he said.
Goldstein hopes that programs like Best
Buddies are the beginning of normalization, or
putting people in a normal situation. He said
that through this program, an intellectually disabled individual could begin to enter society
more fully, eventually by getting off welfare,
paying taxes and even by enlisting in the army.
“Friendships can develop with people with
disabilities and those without it,” he said. “It’s
a two-way street. They both get something out
of it. When their lives improve, our lives
improve directly.”
By implementing such a program in a business-oriented school like Baruch, Goldstein
believes that students who will be the employers of the future will not be afraid of people
with intellectual disabilities. “This is an opportunity for somebody to get into a whole new
world,” said Goldstein. “[It makes you] find
new appreciation for what you have.”
“Through Best Buddies people can see that
these people [the intellectually disabled] are
worth caring about,” he said. “It’s a population
that’s just being tapped.”
Best Buddies is currently in its initial stages
of development at Baruch. Goldstein, who will
be the advisor for the Baruch chapter, is looking for a host site near the campus. Once a site
is chosen, a host coordinator from the location
will be selected.
Students who are interested in participating

in the program will be matched up with a buddy
based on the interests of both individuals. For
example, a student who would like to teach
reading and writing will be matched with a
buddy who wants to learn those skills. Students
will be required to keep in contact with their
buddy once a week, and visit with them twice a
month; one of the visits will be a group activity while the other will be one-on-one interaction. Students will also attend chapter meetings
and participate in group activities.
Anthony K. Shriver founded the Best Buddies
program in 1989. Since its inception, it has
grown from a single chapter to over 1,000
chapters located on middle school, high school
and college campuses nationally and internationally. There are currently Best Buddies programs in each of the 50 states, as well as countries such as Canada, Colombia, Cuba, Egypt,
Ireland, Mexico, Australia, South Africa, Spain,
Turkey and the United Kingdom, just to name a
few.
“This is too good of an opportunity to pass
up,” said Goldstein. “It’s a good way to
enhance the lives of both students and people
with disabilities.”
For more information about the Best Buddies
chapter at Baruch or to sign up, contact Allan
Goldstein at Allan_Benjamin-Goldstein@
baruch.cuny.edu or call 646-312-4001. Look
out for the Best Buddies information and sign-

up table, which will be in the 2nd floor lobby of
the Vertical Campus on Thursday March 11 and
Thursday March 18 during club hours. The program’s website is located at: www.bestbuddies.org

Allan Goldstein, a Baruch adjunct professor
will be the chapter advisor for the Best
Buddies program. (Photo/ Marcia Barran)

Club Scene
Shop of Style
The Shop of Style Club, otherwise known as
S.O.S., is the first fashion club in Baruch’s history. It was established in October of 2001 with
a goal to introduce our business students to the
world of fashion. S.O.S. holds numerous events
throughout the academic year. Some of those
events include, “Dress for Success,”
Valentine’s Dating Game, Halloween Party,
and makeovers (sponsored by Clinique, MaryKay and Jean Pierre Hair Salon). Companies
such as NY Model Management, Fat Daddy
Loves You and Lab Sports Active Wear, have

come on campus to share their knowledge and
give advices to our students. S.O.S. works
closely with Career Development Center, to
provide our members with job and internship
opportunities. But the grand event of S.O.S. is
the Annual Multi-Cultural Fashion Show,
which takes place every Fall Semester. It is a
mixture of fashion and entertainment that
includes a showcase of the latest fashion trends,
singers, dancers, comedians, and last but not
least, designs of our own Baruch students.
For more information please contact us via
email: sos_at_baruch@yahoo.com or come by
our club room, VC 3-230.
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Baruch Alumnus Makes His Living By Giving Back To The Community
WASHINGTON, D.C. (February 9, 2004) Carlos Ramos, a Baruch College alumnus, has
come a long way from being a high school
dropout. Mid-way through a prestigious
Washington, D.C. fellowship, he’s returning
home to ensure Latino youth take the path to
higher education
Today, Carlos Ramos, Jr. sits a block from the
White House at lobbying firm Perennial
Strategy Group (Perennial), engaging in global
diversity and government relations projects for
clients like cable program development company LAtv, and Fortune 1000 company Sodexho
USA.
Lamell McMorris, Founder, President and
CEO at Perennial, stated, “Mr. Ramos brings a
wealth of experience to the nation’s capital
based on his community and grassroots work.
His passion for diversity is evidenced in his
efforts to continue to support diverse communities, specifically the Latino community.” As a
Congressional Hispanic Caucus Institute
(CHCI) Public Policy Fellow, he is considered
among the nation’s top emerging Latino leaders.
Who knew a high school drop out could come
so far?
“Dropping out of high school was like a rite
of passage to me because so many of my
friends and family members have traveled that

road before me,” said Ramos, 33, who received
his GED in 1989. “I have gone from being a
dropout ‘who would never amount to anything,’ to graduating with honors from Baruch
College, to being accepted to the CHCI fellowship program.”
Ramos, who holds a B.S. in Public Affairs, is
working towards greater corporate diversification by interacting with Members of Congress,
the Bush Administration, the private sector and
non-profit organizations.
His resume is equally impressive. Ramos
helped spearhead an aggressive campaign to
get the first Latina, Nilda Morales-Horowitz,
elected to the Family Court Bench in
Westchester County. Furthermore, his riveting
testimony before the Westchester County
Board of Legislators in May 2001 resulted in
the election of the first Latino, Jose Alvarado,
to the board.
His community involvement doesn’t stop
there. The former staffer for State
Assemblyman Ruben Diaz, Jr. (D-85) is
orchestrating the First Annual Bronx College
Readiness Day at J.H.S. 123 in the Northeast
Bronx on Sat., Mar. 27, 2004. The event will
include a workshop on college preparation and
financing, followed by an opportunity to meet
college representatives at an afternoon college
fair.

BPAC to Host Poetry Slam This Spring

Coming
This
Spring

Advertisers wanted.

students. The CHCI board of directors is comprised of Hispanic Members of the U.S.
Congress, non-profit leaders and corporate
executives. For more information on CHCI,
visit its website at www.chci.org.

Carlos Ramos, a Baruch alumnus, makes
his living giving back to his roots and his
community.

Mishkin Gallery Hosts Celebration for
Baruch’s Newest Faculty Author
By JENNIFER BLECHER
Last Thursday the Mishkin Gallery invited
faculty, students, family and friends to celebrate the publication of a new book by Baruch’s
newest faculty author, Dr. James Defilippis of
the Black and Hispanic Studies Department.
The book, “Unmaking Goliath: Community
Control in the Face of Global Capitalism,”
explores ways for communities to retain political and economic power in a world where corporations are becoming increasingly mobile. It
is a topic he is tackling in a seminar he is teaching for the CUNY Honors College: The Future
of New York City.
“The original title was ‘Voyage to Lilliput,’
but no one understood it,” he said. (Lilliput is a
reference to Jonathan Swift’s novel “Gulliver’s
Travels.)
After a reception that included traditional
Domincan vittles and artwork (as well as discounted copies of the book), everyone gathered
to hear the head of the department, Héctor
Cordero-Guzmán, and the author say a few
words.
“We are here to celebrate what I think is an
incredible event,” said Cordero-Guzmán.
“We’re lucky to have an expert on the big questions who has done ground-level research and
that cares about the people.” The Department
Chair continued to gush praise on both
DeFilippis’s book and his contributions to the
department.
“The easiest job in the world is when you
have colleagues that make you look good,” he
joked. “I don’t have to do anything.”
The author himself was surprisingly modest,

opting to dole out the traditional thanks and
then immediately begin discussing the content.
His only comment on the book itself was: “I’m
very happy with the quality of the product and
what came out of it.”
He also commented on his experience teaching at a Baruch. “It’s been very nice to be at
Baruch. I feel very supported and very welcome,” he said. But it was all about the issues.
“One of the things that frustrates me so
much,” he said, “is that it cannot possibly be the
universe of options: permanent disinvestment
and decay or reinvestment and gentrification
and ‘don’t let the door hit you on the way out.’”
He stressed that his book does not have the
definitive answer to the problem, but explores
possibilities and raises general awareness. “I
want to be a town crier about it,” he said.
DeFilippis quickly finished up with “Thank
you to all who came and those who helped and
I guess that’s it,” and let everyone return to partaking in the merriment.
“Unmaking Goliath” is available in the
Baruch bookstore and online at amazon.com
and bn.com and other select book retailers.
James Defilippis received his Ph.D. in
Geography from Rutgers University and a B.A.
in Political Science from the University of
Vermont. In addition to Baruch, he has lectured
at King’s College in the University of London.
He has published many papers on housing,
community development, and urban politics.
The Mishkin Gallery is currently hosting an
exhibit of prints by three Dominican and Puerto
Rican
artists,
called
“Collective
Memories/Personal Cartographies” that will
run until Thursday.

Email: Ticker_ads@baruch.cuny.edu Tel: 646-312-4713

Beginning on March 18, the Baruch
Performing Arts Center (BPAC) will begin an
“Open Mike Poetry Slam” on Thursday afternoons from 1 - 2:30 p.m. The ongoing event
will take place on level B3 of the Vertical
Campus and will continue until the end of the
spring semester.
The slam will initially be a showcase of
Baruch talent, meant to encourage students to
perform and participate with their peers.
However, during the Fall 2004 semester, the
program will take on a competitive edge as participating students will be judged based on their
talent and performance.
“[The] Baruch Performing Arts Center was
designed to stimulate student involvement.
Baruch students think outside the box and have
the talent and intellectual acumen to combine
business and the creative arts,” said Eric Krebs,
director of BPAC and a Fine and Performing
Arts professor at Baruch. “Poetry slams are
very accessible to all, and our talented student
body deserves an opportunity to show off their
talents.”
The poetry slam will be open to all Baruch
students that sign up and secure a slot. All participants that obtain a slot will be given the
opportunity to read in the first round. Five
judges that will be selected directly from the
audience will give each participant a score
based on the poet’s content and performance.

Of the scores that each poet receives, the highest and lowest ones are dropped, and the middle
scores are added together. The judges’ scores
will determine a poet’s participation in subsequent rounds. Each week, five new judges will
be chosen.
There is no limitation on the type of poetry
that can be read and performed at this ongoing
slam. All genres are accepted – from hip-hop to
sonnets, and even social commentary and comedy routines. The poetry slam is designed for
audience reaction, so those in attendance are
invited to voice their opinion, whether positive
or negative, through the direction of the Master
of Ceremonies (who will instruct the audience
on the appropriate manner of response).
Of course, as in all competitions there are
basic rules. Each poet must perform his or her
own work only. Participants are each given
three minutes, and points are deducted if they
go over. Additionally, props, costumes and
musical instruments are not allowed.
“Baruch students are fortunate to have this
new state-of-the art performing arts center,”
said Krebs. “We hope the students take the risk
and the opportunity to add their unique voice to
the performing arts at Baruch.”
To sign up for the slam or for more information on this event and all other BPAC events,
contact Kathleen Eads, general manager of the
BPAC at Kathleen_Eads@baruch.cuny.edu.

2004

By MARCIA BARRAN

“I designed this project to empower the young
people of my community,” said Ramos. “By
having such an event for high school students
of the Bronx in their own community, we will
provide them with a powerful message: ‘We
expect you to achieve’.”
Not much was expected out of Ramos, who
was the product of an upbringing strongly
opposed to assimilating to American culture
and education. Ramos’ parents immigrated to
New York City from Puerto Rico in the late
1950s in hopes of economic prosperity, but
racial discrimination made his parents hold on
to their cultural identity instead. He maintains
that his mother, until this day, refuses to learn
English.
Yet, Ramos envisions a community on the
opposite end of cultural seclusion.
“I have aspirations and a strong interest in
building a coalition between Latinos and other
ethnic minorities that have a desire to help others from the same ethnic and socioeconomic
background,” said Ramos. “I believe the single
most important obstacle the Latino community
must overcome is our inability to come together in furtherance of a common goal.”
CHCI, a non-profit and non-partisan educational 501(c)(3) organization, provides leadership development programs and educational
services for Hispanic college and post-graduate

Unmaking Goliath: Community Control in the Face of Global Capitalism is the new book by
Dr. James Defilippis, the newest faculty member of Baruch’s Black and Hispanic Studies
Department. (Photo/ www.bn.com)
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Choose Your Leader Wisely
This past week two meetings occurred commencing the decision process in selecting the next president of Baruch College.
Members of the CUNY Board of Trustees gathered with student representatives from all of walks of
life in order to air out their views on what qualities students would like to see in the next college
president.
As a result of these meetings, it is evident that the students of Baruch are looking for more than a
president to occupy room 4-230 in the Vertical Campus. They are looking for a leader who encompasses the following qualities.
- The leader must have a reputation that is well-known outside of New York City and that can
place Baruch on a larger scale as being a nationally recognized institution that sets the benchmark
for educational excellence.
- The leader must have a strong character that can be able to market the school at all costs.
They want someone that will fight for the rights of the student. Many were concerned over the
silence of the current president in the time of the tuition hike and are looking for a leader who is proactive in fighting for the causes that students have to deal with on a frequent basis. Students also
look to the Career Development Center, SACC and Helpline for assistance in finding their way
through four-years of college.
-A leader who finds raising revenue as being important and someone who understands that
most students do not come from the most affluent of backgrounds and yet, strive to rise above their
low income background.
-A leader who is willing to fight for the causes of the many international students that attend
Baruch.
-A leader who is willing to be a role model for students. An individual who has succeeded in
the real world, and someone who students can look up to as a model of success.
-A leader who is looking to delve into the problems that students face, looking beyond the bottom line in order to accomplish a greater goal of success.
-A leader who is determined to place a 100 percent effort in the Baruch community without
deviating their interests into other avenues, taking time away from serving the school.
-A leader who is willing to place a solid focus on the elevation of the Zicklin School of
Business on the international stage, while placing all the resources possible into bringing the
Weissman School of Arts and Sciences and the School of Public Affairs to give all students within
both schools the attention that they deserve.
-A leader who is willing to invest a long term commitment into the school, not exiting after a
short stint. Currently the average tenure of a college president in the United States is five to seven
years. Baruch needs a new president who is willing to make long-term plans and see them through
over a long period of time. Previous Presidents Joel Segall (13 years) and Matthew Goldstein (eight
years) spent long periods of time cultivating their legacies and a new president who is willing to do
the same will continue the trend of the elevation of the college. A long-term commitment must be a
requirement for the new leader.
-A leader who is willing to help continue raising the bar and elevating Baruch’s image on a
regional, national and international level.
To the committee who is to decide upon the new leadership of the school, may you make your decisions with a clear mind. Think about all parties and not just those who sit around your table. Think
of the student who works 30-hour weeks and takes 15 credits a semester. Think of the students who
are trying to complete their degree in four years. Think about the Baruch name and the legacy of
Bernard M. Baruch and the reputation that goes hand-in-hard with the name.
DON’T let political affiliation, clubs that a candidate belongs to, or the contacts that a candidate
have make the difference in this decision.
Character, compassion, knowledge, strength and experience should determine the new leader.
Baruch students are looking for nothing less.
The committee cannot falter and cannot fail. The upcoming decision will impact Baruch history
and all of the students who are investing in the Baruch name for future dividends.
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Sex And The City Says Good Bye After Six Seasons
By SUZANNE BYNES
The world came to an end on Sunday,
February 22, 2004 – that is, the world according to Carrie, Samantha, Charlotte and
Miranda. HBO aired the final episode of its
immensely popular series Sex and the City, and
thousands of people around the nation turned
on their television sets to witness the end of an
era. The series, about four successful single
women looking for sex, shoes and love in New
York City, became an inescapable part of pop
culture in its six seasons on television. Even
the poor souls deprived of HBO knew about
Carrie’s shoe collection and Samantha’s sexual
liberalism.
Women of all ages took pleasure in the various facets of Sex and the City. Some appreciated the close friendship the women had, drawing similarities between the bonds of the fictional characters and those of their own real life
girlfriends.
Others enjoyed the sexual
escapades the show had to offer. Some got
their biggest kicks out of the sensational
wardrobe and enviable living quarters.
HBO’s website even offers photo galleries
documenting each character’s clothing choices
throughout the years, and virtual tours of the
apartments, where you can be informed as to
why specific props were used, in accordance
with each character’s personality.

Miranda, Carrie, Charlotte, and Samantha taking a stroll in Manhattan in the closing scene
of Sex and the City. (Photo/ www.hbo.com/city/episode/season6/episode94.shtml).

The show’s strongest supporters hail its exposure of “real women,” however, who they say
not only have healthy sex lives, but also share
all the intimate details with each other over a
healthy lunch at an upscale Manhattan eatery.
The men who watched (in secret) did so to
gain insight into that frightening and mysterious world of the female psyche. In short,

Eurotrip Gives College Students
A Guide to Europe
By AARON SIEGEL
This isn’t Cleveland anymore. This is a lesson that four high school graduates from all
corners of the social spectrum learn in Eurotrip.
The little known cast of young actors and
actresses live through seeing more skin than
they had in a life time, a plethora of sex, drugs
and a battery of alcohol comsumption in the
season’s top High School and College aged
rated ‘R’ flick.
The DreamWorks comedy was touted for producers Jeff Schaffer and Daniel Goldberg
receiving high marks for similar generation X
movies such as Road Trip and Old School.
Scott Mechlowisz (Scott “Scotty” Thomas),
takes on the roll of the high school graduate
who is dumped as a camcorder rolls after his
high school graduation and gets humiliated
when his ex Fiona (Kristin Kreuk) dances to a
newly written song “Scotty Doesn’t Know,” at
his graduation party.
He later tries to meet up with his potential
girlfriend Jessica Boehrs (Mieke), playing the
role of an attractive German who has tutored
him with his German homework, who he at
first thinks is a teen named “Mike” before he
realizes the cultural divide and that Mieke is a
feminine name in Germany. Mechlowicz joins
Jacob Pitts (Cooper Harris) in search of all the
“goods” that Europe has to offer, becoming
couriers in order to reach the continent across
the pond.
It starts with the sights and pubs of London,
and moves on to the brutal treatment of a Paris
mime. In Paris, Thomas and Harris meet
Michelle Trachtenberg (Jenny), Travis Wester
(Jamie), who play a pair of twins holding low
positions on the social totem pole.
Trachtenberg is attatched to her brother, a

Frommer’s tour guide toting traveler whose
face can be seen behind his Leica camera
throughout the film.
The film develops and touches on all of the
tourists traps that American teens crave. From
a pack of smashed Manchester United Soccer
fans congregated in a loud pub, to a pair of
nude beaches in the French Riviera to skinbending erotic scenes mixed in with the “special brownies” in a red-light district in
Amsterdam, to a loud club in Brataslava, Czech
Republic, to a Hitler clad seven-year-old in
Germany, to a Pope impersonation at the
Vatican.
The European sampler offers a cross-continental survey of the risqué landmass, looking at
the European lifestyle from the middle America
perspective and successfully portrays Europe
as a quirky, sex-driven continent where anything goes.
The movie takes a comical approach on
European culture and the lack thereof in
America, with constant references to a prude
and uptight approach to sexuality and low alcohol consumption in comparison to their far
looser European counterparts. Eurotrip stereotypes the cultural differences between the
Continent and America including kissing,
touching and engaging in promiscuous behavior.
For those viewers in search of a trip to Europe
(on screen) with a shallow perspective on culture, focusing on the blatant assumptions that
characterize the continent or are in search of a
culture to laugh about, this movie is for you.
The movie should fulfill the craving of an
American late teen or twenty-something in
search of a cultural rebirth while experiencing
the norms of another land mass. For now 92
minutes should suffice.

Scott Mechlowisz challenges a French mime to a robotic dance-off in the middle of Paris.
(Photo/ www.imdb.com)

everyone got something out of this cable phenomenon.
Alas, all good things must come to an end,
and the question as to what would happen to the
show’s characters was a pressing one. Would
Carrie (Sarah Jessica Parker) stay in Paris with
the Russian artist Aleksandr Petrovsky
(Mikhail Baryshnikov), or would the insatiable

Mr. Big (Chris Noth) declare his undying love
and bring her back to New York? Would
Charlotte (Kristin Davis) and her husband
finally get the baby they had always longed
for? Would Samantha (Kim Cattrall) and her
young hunk decide they are in it for the long
run? Would Miranda (Cynthia Nixon) …well
Miranda was never that exciting, but would she
fare well in the end?
The series finale was advertised to a nauseating degree. The cast appeared on every show
imaginable, laughing, crying and proclaiming
that they would be committing a moral sin if
they revealed the classified secrets of the final
episode. Meanwhile, was anyone really surprised with the conclusion? It was a predictable happy ending, lacking the characteristic wit of the show and turning it into a sappy
made-for-tv Hallmark movie. Mr. Big’s declaration of love lacked any conviction, while
Samantha’s emotional “honesty” with her most
recent boy toy seemed out of place and uncomfortable. For all of its shortcomings, however,
as far as the show’s loyal fans were concerned,
the final episode lived up to the hype. It was a
happy ending for the characters, and a bittersweet goodbye for the show’s viewers who,
after six years, had nothing to look forward to
next Sunday, except for reliving it all on DVD
with their usual group of friends.

The Passion of the Christ
Stirs Up Controversy

Mary comforts Jesus as he holds the cross, fallen on the ground. (Photo/ movies.go.com)

By BILL CHENG
This Ash Wednesday and every Ash
Wednesday before it, there has been nothing on
my forehead except, maybe, a thin sheen of
grease. With that in mind, Mel Gibson’s The
Passion of the Christ, which debuted this Ash
Wednesday, has been generating a lot of buzz.
It has been accused of being anti-Semitic, and
then acclaimed for being a cinematic masterpiece.
Chronicling the details of Jesus of Nazareth’s
betrayal and ultimately his crucifixion and resurrection, it is difficult to ignore the moving
effect the film can have on an audience, especially a devoutly Christian audience. During
the film’s quieter moments (of which there are
only a few), one can hear the short gasps of
moviegoers stifling down sobs, pulsing in the
theater like cricket chirps.
With this said, however, The Passion of the
Christ exists as an incomplete film. It lacks the
honest dynamicism that all stories should
revolve around. The world of Biblical
Jerusalem is inhabited by stock characters- flat,
incomplete, and in a word—dull. Perhaps it
may be sacrilegious to say so, but this is especially true in the case of Jesus Christ. To play
Devil’s advocate (ha ha!), it is extremely difficult to make Jesus Christ an interesting character. There is so much surrounding the name,
that Jesus Christ is essentially infallible. In the
world of art and film, infallible is equivalent to
simply uninteresting.
There are, of course, a few exceptions that
can redeem the film. The character of Pontius
Pilate, as played by Hristo Shopov, reveals
himself as an interesting and engrossing character. As a servant of the Roman Empire, torn
between crucifying the King of the Jews and
surrendering the city of Jerusalem to chaos,
Pilate quietly asks Jesus what he should do.
Judas Iscariot, Christ’s notorious betrayer,

also develops a very human element. As
played by Luca Lionello, Iscariot, in his performance, seemed to carry a larger burden than
his messiah—the guilt of killing the Son of
God.
Pilate and Judas Iscariot’s human vulnerability allows an audience to attach sympathy to
the characters and ultimately care about the
film. The Jesus character, however, as played
by James Caviezel, while brilliantly emoting
physical agony, succeeds in little else.
The plot of the film then becomes trite. Each
and every minute of this two-hour film
becomes an excuse for the characters to feign
emotional depth by looking tragic, or mean.
Cinematically, the film is brilliant. The
intense violence that Jesus undergoes would
cause any hard man to wince. The blood that
puddles in the rivulets of the cobblestones, and
the burgundy lacerations on Jesus’ wiry frame
dominate the film. It transforms the movie into
one of torture and suffering. The violence
doesn’t extend to exaggerated levels a la Kill
Bill, but it certainly resonates in an honest way.
As a director, Mel Gibson is actually quite masterful. The camera shots and the framing are
magnificent -- conveying power, majesty, and
dissolution when it needs to.
So why, then, were grown men and women in
tears in the theater? Perhaps the years of exposure to the Christian faiths has fortified their
connection to the principle character. To the
devoutly religious, Christ doesn’t need to prove
himself as a fully fleshed out character.
Through a lifetime of worship, they’ve already
convinced themselves that Christ is a likeable
and interesting guy -- and so, don’t require the
film to prove it.
Not so for us unsaved. Ultimately, is The
Passion of the Christ a good film? The answer
may invariably depend on your personal connection with Jesus. But it really shouldn’t.
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Ryan Adams Delivers A
Less-Than-Perfect LP
By SEAN DONOVAN
“I’m so tired of 23rd Street,” croons Ryan
Adams on the final track of Love Is Hell Part 2,
and who among us at Baruch hasn’t felt the
same way at some point. The mercurial tunesmith has always had a sort of love-hate relationship with his adopted home of Manhattan.
It goes back to his breakthrough 2001 hit “New
York, New York,” in which he laments the
demise of a short-lived metropolitan romance,
but concedes, “Hell, I still love you, New
York.”
Adams’s latest, the second of two Love Is Hell
EPs, finds him still writing love songs to the
borough, and weaving tales of heartbreak in
which the cold and crowded island is a third,
silent character. The opening track “My Blue
Manhattan” is a soulful urban hymn, with a
sparse piano and cello arrangement. “It’s you
against me most days,” he sings, while looking
down upon a snow-capped midtown traffic
jam. The pleasant (but forgettable) melody
sounds like a cross between Joni Mitchell and
Norah Jones.
The alt-country idealism that filled Adams’s
first two albums surfaces on “Please Do Not
Let Me Go.” A subtle pedal-steel riff rings in at
just the right times, sprinkling Adams’s pleading verses with just a hint of melancholy. This
is the kind of straightforward, aching ballad
that the enigmatic songwriter perfected on his
first two albums, but rarely pulls off these days.
“City Rain, City Streets” paints a similar
scene to the record’s opener, and serves as Part
2’s only full-on rock song. But the lyrics are a
tad clunky and cryptic, and the melody isn’t
one of Adams’s strongest. The schmaltzy
“Thank You Louise” wouldn’t have sounded
out of place on an early Paul McCartney solo
album.
On the Dylan-nodding “English Girls
Approximately,” Adams laments his breakup
with British singer-songwriter Beth Orton.

“You said you didn’t love me, it didn’t mean a
thing,” he observes. Then, in the song’s defiant
bridge, he proclaims, “You meant everything.”
“Hotel Chelsea Nights” concludes Love Is
Hell Part 2 brilliantly. Slow and bluesy, the
track gently builds to a cathartic crescendo. For
the third time on this EP, the narrative has the
singer staring out on a chilly New York thoroughfare, uselessly seeking companionship and
comfort. “I’m tired of 23rd Street, strung out
like some Christmas lights out there in the
Chelsea night,” he wails in a reverb-drenched
double-tracked vocal. This is unquestionably
the strongest track on either EP.
Love Is Hell’s reflective introversion is a far
cry from the guitar-drenched yowl of Ryan
Adams’s November release, Rock N Roll – a
supercharged ode to classic rock that Adams
hastily penned after his record label initially
rejected the despondent Love Is Hell. Adams’
songs have always breathed easiest in simple
acoustic arrangements (just listen to “Harder
Know That It’s Over” from Gold, or “Call Me
On Your Way Back Home” from his debut),
and these two EPs drive that point home. Love
Is Hell’s simplistic, pared-down approach is far
more compelling than the bloated posturing of
Rock N Roll.
Ryan Adams may one day become as legendary as the many great artists he admires and
(quite noticeably) imitates. But he has yet to
craft one earth-shatteringly great record.
Scattered throughout his three full-length
albums, two EPs, b-sides, and a compilation of
demos are roughly two dozen brilliant songs.
Until he manages to harness those flashes of
genius into one solid release, however, fans
will just have to endure a lot of underdeveloped
filler to get to his true-blue classics, like this
record’s “Hotel Chelsea Nights.”

Album GPA
2.7 (out of 4.0)

Ryan Adams’s eclectic mix of rock and sultry vocals are a sure taste to whet any music
lover’s appetite (Photo/ www.100freewallpapers.com)
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The Brooding Doodler: Boredom,
Curiosity and Ribbons

The work of cartoonist Saul Steinberg (above) was showcased at the School of Visual Arts.
(Photo/ www.nmhschool.org)

By DINA ODNOPOZOVA
“The life of the creative man is led, directed
and controlled by boredom. Avoiding boredom
is one of our most important purposes,” said
Saul Steinberg, a creator of many covers and
cartoons for New Yorker magazine and one of
the most famous American cartoonists. He was
called “a discoverer of the United States” by
John Updike.
You would definitely agree with Updike's
dithyrambs if you visited the exhibition at the
School of Visual Arts called “Steinberg: An
Intimate View of His Art and World.” The exhibition is organized by Anton Van Dalen, an
artist and a teacher at the School of Visual Arts,
who was Steinberg’s assistant for 30 years.
Van Dalen, who was familiar with the strange
peculiarities of Steinberg’s convoluted personality (for instance, the great cartoonist preferred
to be photographed with paper-bag masks over
his face to keep the privacy) didn’t talk about
their connection while Steinberg was alive.
"Steinberg was this bright sun," Van Dalen said.
"He could warm you. But if you got too close,
he would burn you. I was like his shadow."
However, after Steinberg’s death in 1999, Van
Dalen brought their relationship to light. In the
present exhibition at the School of Visual Arts
(that is, by the way, just three blocks away from
Baruch), Van Dalen displays a collection of
Steinberg’s works that represents the great cartoonist’s fascinating ability to combine childish, “doodling” style of drawing with the wittiest philosophical reflections.
The “brooding doodler” (as Steinberg called
himself), presents his ideas through the multiplicity of figurative, abstract and letter characters that, from first glance, resemble simple
sketches that one makes while, for instance,
talking on the phone. Steinberg believed that

“in art, the idea is everything and it travels
lightly and never looks like labor.” However,
Steinberg’s scribbles that seem to be so transparent and easy, carry the deepest symbolical
meaning.
According to the founding father of graphology, Max Pulver, “graphic ribbons” that seem
to be just a mere way to engage our hands carry
“the symbolic signification brought to our perception by the interplay of movements” that is
sometimes much more important than the text
itself.
Steinberg’s drawings of Chinese diners’ figures surrounded by mounts of question marks,
and idiosyncrasies of New York life seem to be
not just great contributors to magazine texts but
also precious pieces of information and sources
of inspiration for the readers.
Steinberg is often referred to as the first cartoonist who transformed cartoon into artistic
object and who redefined himself as a gallery
artist. Similar to Samuel Beckett, who believed
that if one feels the potential to make art, he or
she should make art no matter if it is a failure or
a success, Steinberg believed in the concept of
“art for the sake of art.” He let the doodles
embody the flow of his imagination. By watching and following these doodles, the viewer
unavoidably smiles as he or she gets lost in
curves and ribbons, trying to guess whether
they were a means to avoid boredom, a way to
express “brooding” cynicism or a mode to communicate symbolic ideas. And no matter what
impression the viewers receive after watching
Steinberg’s works, they will always be left with
questions.
According to Saul Steinberg, questions are
more valuable than answers because they preserve an ever-abundant childhood curiosity that
makes us endure and flourish.

Expressions
Affection, love, and time

Prince Charming

I never thought I would have to
Compete for your love
But it’s no competition
Because it is clear who you chose

I’ve long been awaiting for a prince charming
He finally arrives

Watching You Watching Me

The Battle I Lost

Could you stop to see me watching you
watching me?

I never thought I would have to
Let go of something so precious

Or could you stop to see that a kiss is not
simply not a kiss when it occurs just so
unhappily...

I never thought I would have to
Fight for something
I ended up having no chance of winning

Could you stop to see me hurting you
or you hurting me intentionally?

I never thought I would have to
Come second place

Or could you stop to believe that time heals
all wounds -- just not the wounds you drop
down on me...

I never thought I would have to
Lay at night crying
Wondering why I come last

I never thought I would have to
Admit that I’m nobody anymore
Just somebody to be used
When he’s not around
But I gotta face the facts
Because if it wasn’t true
I wouldn’t have a doubt
If I come first in your heart

Never stop to listen, never stop to believe
that love all cure it all when done mercifully.

I never thought I would have to
Lose you to a guy

I never thought I would have to
Compete for a mother's love

By: Unchained Love

I never thought I would have to
Even wonder why
I gotta compete for your

By: Patricia Balter

Except, unlike all fairy tales this story does
not have a happy ending
The one person I’ve been waiting for was not
meant to be with me
And then how can that be?

By: Lucious
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HEY, CHECK OUT
OUR PROPAGANDA

THE MOST DYNAMIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION IS ALWAYS
LOOKING FOR NEW RECRUITS. STOP BY ROOM 3-290 IN THE
VERTICAL CAMPUS, WE’RE THERE EVERYDAY BEING DYNAMIC.
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Medgar Evers Cougars Gets
Bearcats Break Through Beavers’
Trounced By Jumping Bearcats
Dam With 3-1 Victory
By SHANSAN WU

Bearcats’ men’s volleyball captain King Cheng (1) tries to block a shot from Medgar Evers’
Rawle Grogan (8). (Photo/ Shan-san Wu)

By SHANSAN WU
The Baruch men’s volleyball team staked
their claim to a share of second place in conference with a sweep over the Medgar Evers
Cougars last Thursday. It was their third consecutive conference victory, and their fourth
conference win overall this season.
The race for the conference title is on.
Led by a strong offensive game from Gregg
Walvogel (15 match scores) and the return of
team captain, King Cheng (36 match assists),
Baruch scored early and often on a Medgar
Evers squad in the midst of a disappointing season to date. Further hampered by the absence of
a number of their key players, Baruch had
moments during the match when it looked like
the Cougars were just going through the
motions.
The Bearcats, playing with a complete roster
for one of the few times all year, took advantage.
“With the talent we have on paper, we should
be beating these teams,” said Baruch’s volleyball coach, Justin Stack. “We’re learning how
to win now.”
In a far less intense match than their previous

contest against CCNY, the Bearcats were as
loose as their Cougar counterparts in the first
set, winning it by a score of 30-25. They turned
on the intensity in the second, however, cruising past the Cougars by a score of 30-16 and
setting the day’s standard for offensive efficiency with 13 scores on 22 attempts. The
Bearcats continued to wear down the Cougars
in the third, and began substituting after it
became apparent that the field was theirs on
this day. The Cougars mounted a late rally, but
the Bearcats eventually completed their sweep
of Medgar Evers, winning the set by a score of
30-25.
“They were undermanned today. They didn’t
have some of their starters, including their top
setter,” said Stack.
Nine consecutive conference matches await
the 4-1 Bearcats in the weeks ahead, including
a rematch against the traditional conference
leader, a 5-0 Hunter team that defeated Baruch
three-nil earlier this month.
“After playing some games together, we’re
definitely playing better as a team now,” said
Bearcats’ Andrew DeLeon (ten match scores).
“I’m optimistic. I think we’ll be one of
Hunter’s rivals this year.”

Bearcats Hoops Diary

Baruch Men’s Basketball forward, Sime
Marnika. (Photo/ www.baruch.cuny.edu/athletics/mensbasketball/bios/marnika.htm)

This weekend we entered the first round of
the CUNY basketball tournament. We had to
play NYC Tech in the first round of the tournament. That day I was really hyped, my teammates and I had been practicing all season so
that we could show how good we are and make
it to the national DIII tournament.
As I entered York College I felt somewhat
uneasy. I am a junior on this year’s team, but
this was the first year that I actually worried
about losing in the first round. We were ranked
#4 going into the tournament and NYC Tech
was ranked #5. They had the MVP of the conference and a strong supporting cast so I had
reason to feel worried. We were coming off a
few lackluster victories and I hadn’t been playing my best basketball as of the last four games.
As the ref tossed up the ball for the tip-off I
could see that my team was ready to play. We
came out strong in the beginning just taking
everything to the basket. I wasn’t really concerned with my offensive contribution as much
with my defensive responsibility. I was guarding their MVP center that was an inch and
about 35 pounds heavier than me. He and I
were going at it. Every time he came down the
floor I would meet him early and just start

pushing him out of position. My teammates
and I had done a great job in defending him and
the rest of NYC Tech in the first half but we
were having a hard time scoring ourselves.
They had us down at the half at 34-28.
The sad part is that we did not do any better
in the second half. We got a lot of good open
shots and we were getting good drives to the
basket, but we just could not finish. The only
guys on our team who actually played well for
most of the game were Jonathan Rosario and
Garry Etienne. They were the ones who kept us
in the second half. Whether it was scoring
Garry posting up and getting rebounds, or
Jonathan throwing up sweet flouters. We cut
the lead to one with 20 seconds left. City Tech
came down the floor and we fouled one of their
guards. He made the first free throw, but
missed the second. We still had a chance to tie
or win. With eleven seconds left on the clock
we gave the ball to Jonathan. He brought the
ball down and tried to find the open man, but
no one was free. He does what any smart player would do with the clock running down by
just going to the basket. He gets by his man but
is met by City Techs forward when he gets to
the basket. He puts up a shot but gets hit on his
arm. The shot misses, but the ref does not call
the foul.
What can you say about a loss like that? It just
sucks. I felt bad for everyone on the team especially seniors Luis Fernandez and Garry
Etienne. There is hope for everyone else next
year, but for Garry and Luis it’s over. If you
guys are reading this I wish you the best of luck
in all of your future endeavors, you were two
great teammates to have, and two great guys
that I got the opportunity to get to know. As for
myself you’ll see me around school studying,
lifting weights and playing basketball.
Everybody have a good semester and enjoy
spring break.
- Sime Marnika

The Baruch men’s volleyball team overcame
a sleepy start to defeat the CCNY Beavers in
four sets two Tuesdays ago. It was the team’s
third conference victory in four league matches
this season.
Playing above the net, and perhaps a bit over
their heads, the visiting Beavers threw down a
challenge to the Bearcats early, mounting an
inspired comeback to take the first set of the
match by a score of 31-29.
As the teams switched ends for the second set,
the CCNY squad was jubilant; the crowd was
silent. On the sidelines, Baruch coach Justin
Stack gathered his entire team around him,
where he threw down a motivational challenge
of his own.
“If we lose to these guys, our season’s over,”
he said.
The Bearcats responded.
Led by the play of Jinhyuk Son (3 set scores)
and Jose Ra (40 match assists), Baruch took the
second set, and the initiative, from CCNY in
relatively easy fashion by a score of 30-22.

Fully awakened, the Bearcats maintained
their level of play in the all-important third,
thanks to successful attacks from Patrick
Amihere (13 match scores) and a resolute
defensive effort from Son (14 digs). With the
match hanging in the balance, CCNY fought
back with a barrage of spikes from their leader
Roger Cyros (20 match scores), many of which
left traces of gunpowder in the air.
But in the end, it was the overall team play of
Baruch on both offense and defense that made
the difference as they took the set’s final points
and the set itself by a score of 30-26. CCNY
was now faced with the difficult prospect of
winning two sets in a row on Baruch’s home
court for a victory.
It wasn’t to be. Baruch kept up the pressure
on a now-demoralized CCNY team thanks to 8
set kills from Bearcats Gregg Walvogel, and
easily took the match’s final set by a score of
30-13.
“[Baruch] has experience and they have the
depth,” said CCNY’s Cyros. “They’re a good
team. We just were outplayed today.”

Baruch’s middle blockers Patrick Amihere (10) and Andrew De Leon (11) defend at the net.
(Photo/ Shan-san Wu)

Greg Waldvogel Named CUNYAC/Con Edison
Volleyball Rookie of the Week
BARUCH COLLEGE, N.Y. -- Greg Waldvogel
was named the CUNYAC/Con Edison
Volleyball Rookie of the Week for his strong
performances in recent games against CCNY
and Medgar Evers.
The West Hempstead, New York native averaged 5.86 kills and enjoyed a terrific .495 hitting percentage in helping lead Baruch (5-6, 41 CUNYAC) to a pair of important conference
home victories.
The freshman opened the week with 26 kills
(.444 hitting percentage) and three service aces
in the victory against CCNY.
He then hit .571 with 15 kills and six service
aces in the victory against Medgar Evers.
Waldvogel is averaging 3.78 kills per game
this season. He previously won the weekly

rookie award on February 3.

Baruch Bearcat Greg Waldvogel. (Photo/
www.baruch.cuny.edu/athletics/mvbwaldvogelrow2.htm)
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Athlete Profile of The Week:
Garry Etienne

Baruch Women Defeat CCNY for
Third Time, Reaching Semi’s
By AARON SIEGEL

All-CUNYAC First Team center, Garry Etienne, poses for a picture. This will be Etienne’s
last year here at Baruch. (Photo/ Aaron Siegel)

By AARON SIEGEL
Baruch Bearcats Center Garry Etienne’s
name has risen in prominence among his CUNYAC peers, ending his senior season as a member of the CUNYAC men’s basketball first team.
The Jamaica, Queens native and Holy Cross
High School graduate has spent four seasons on
the team, improving by leaps and bounds each
year. In Etienne's first season, he averaged 0.5
point per game, elevating to 5.6 points per
game in his sophomore season, and 10.6 his
junior year. He averaged 13 points and 8.7
rebounds per game during his senior season,
making the CUNYAC First Team. He also
holds the Baruch College record for blocks
with 164 and holds the school record with at
least one block recorded in 22 games
“This year I stepped it up,” said the six foot,
six inch center.
Etienne’s greatest thrill as an athlete was
playing in the CUNY Athletic Conference
Championship against CCNY, losing 84-79.
“With the playoffs coming up you want to
win one this year,” he said. “It means a lot to
me -- I had a taste of it last year.”
For Etienne, the reality of being a senior has
set in. “You never want to leave,” he said.
"With the playoffs coming, it makes you think
about it."
Etienne has learned a lot from former teammates Dave Thomas and John Alesi. Each of
them instilled qualities of strong leadership and

working hard. His coach, Ray Rankis, is also
one of the most important reasons that he is
playing. He received support from coach Ray
Rankis who helped him elevate his game from
his freshman to senior years.
“He worked with me the summer after my
freshman year, and spent many one-on-one sessions and helped.”
Etienne sees teammate Sime Marnika taking
the reigns in his position next season, in hopes
to carry on a winning tradition at the ways that
Baruch basketball has stood for during his four
seasons.
“It all depends how hard they want it," he
said.
As a student, he makes a strong atmosphere
on the court as well as in the classroom.
Etienne finds the atmosphere at Baruch College
very accommodating because everyone knows
each other. His favorite professor is William
Heath, from the Marketing department. After
graduation, Etienne looks forward to getting a
job.
Etienne advises students, “If you want to
graduate in 4 years and take 12 credits per
semester—take summer classes"
His most memorable experience on the team
was being part of a trip to the Dominican
Republic as a member of the CUNY Athletic
Conference All-Star team. “We were able to
see how people live and see kids.”
Etienne looks to use the leadership and communication skills that he learned as a member
of the team towards his future endeavors.

Baruch Sports Briefs
Men’s Basketball

Men's Volleyball

During halftime of the CUNYAC women’s
basketball semifinals, the members from the
men’s basketball teams within CUNYAC competed in a three- point shootout
The winner of the contest was Hunter
College guard Lorcan Precious. Baruch was
represented by Esteban Gomez who hit six
three pointers in the first round

February 24, 2004 CUNYAC/CON EDISON
Rookie of the Week Greg Waldvogel
(Averaged 5.86 kills and a .495 hitting percentage for the week)
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The Baruch Bearcats and the CCNY Lady
Beavers women basketball teams met three
times this season. The meetings took place on
three different courts: The Baruch College
ARC, the Nat Holman Gym at CCNY and The
York Gymnasium. The two teams met in two
different boroughs: Queens and Manhattan.
But each time the result was the same - a
Baruch win.
The Baruch Bearcats (14-12, 9-5 CUNYAC)
found the neutral court at York quite accommodating as they dammed the Beavers (11-14, 8-6
CUNYAC) 55-47 one last time this season,
moving on to the CUNYAC semifinals.
“We are well aware how [short] we are,” said
Bearcats coach Bob DiNardo. “We opened up
playing our high tempo, not letting our size
hurt us.”
“It’s hard to beat a good team three times. We
knew that it would not be easy.”
“We just wanted to play our game,” said
Bearcats forward Jessenia Marrero.
And they did exactly that.
Marrero and forward Alexandra Stamatiades
(15 points each) led Baruch on the scoreboard.
Diane Ramirez (11 points, five rebounds and
four assists in 33 minutes) made a gutsy effort
returning onto the court after coming out of the
game 1:02 into the contest due to injury.
“Diane is good off the dribble and a good
shooter,” said DiNardo, praising her strong allaround effort.
Stamatiades (ten rebounds) and center
Christine Klusko (nine rebounds) powered
down the ball over the taller CCNY team.
Baruch’s Cathy Gonzalez got into early foul
trouble and Daina-Marie Henry (six points and
seven rebounds) came off the bench in her
absence. “Diana stepped up in the clutch,”
said DiNardo. “She is playing well.”
“She has been a spark,” added Marrero.
The Beavers were led by 6’3” center Clarice
Bell (17 points and 13 rebounds), guard Kim
Neos (ten points and six rebounds) and Rahmat
Balgun (nine points and eight rebounds).
“[CCNY] were slow and not disciplined
well,” said Stamatiades, who turned many of
her rebounds into high-speed rushes up-court.
“For us to be effective, we needed to be offensive.”
CCNY was spotted out to a five-point lead
6:15 in, before Ramirez’s replacement D.J. Liu,
knocked down her second three-pointer of the
season, inciting a 15-2 Baruch run spotting
Baruch out to a 22-14 lead with 7:32 to go in
the first half. CCNY crawled back within 3029 at halftime.
“We tried to get it inside and overpower them
in terms of rebounding,” said CCNY Beavers
coach Gerald Davis. “Instead of converting
steals, we gave them right back.”
Ramirez scored Baruch’s first six points in
the second half, fighting off two short-lived

CCNY advantages on the scoreboard. Strong
transition play spurred Baruch on an 11-2 run,
taking a 45-37 lead with 10:15 to go. Baruch
held strong on defense as a sizeable CCNY
contingent among the crowd began to roar as
the Baruch lead was sliced to four points with
5:52 remaining.
With the shot clock running down, and the
arena noise level at an elevated pitch, Marrero
launched an off-balance shot, that missed the
basket and landed in Klusko’s hands. Klusko’s
feet landed on the ground and she passed the
ball over to Marrero one more time.
Marrero launched the ball once again behind
the three-point line, and the rock neared the rim
before taking three spirals through the net and
fell with the game clock reading 4:12, spotting
Baruch to a 50-43 lead, snapping a 4:29 scoreless drought and silencing the Beavers’s wellwishers for the afternoon.
“[The atmosphere] is all blocked out,” said
Marrero. “We waited for Christine to get the
rebound, then I shot it—I knew I was in threepoint land.”
CCNY was held to four points over the final
four minutes and Baruch took a lead as large as
ten.
Baruch was able to hold CCNY’s most prolific scorer Neos to a (3-14) afternoon.
“[Marrero] did a real good job guarding against
Neos,” said DiNardo. “If defense is consistent
we can do enough to win.”
Neos’s CCNY teammates were of little help
with Jawariya Abdul-Karim (2-14), Ramhat
Balogun (4-10) and Bell (6-18), each struggling in the field. As a team, CCNY shot 26
percent from the field.
Baruch was helped out by shooting (5-13)
from three-point range including three treys
from Marrero (played all 40 minutes). As a
team, Baruch shot 37 percent. Klusko grabbed
five crucial rebounds in the final 4:24 of the
game. Baruch’s aggressiveness led to CCNY’s
Anclin Perez fouling out late. Balogun and
Figero were each a foul away from an early exit
in the final minutes.
Baruch had previously defeated CCNY 54-52
at the ARC and 46-36 at the Nat Holman Gym
before the playoff tilt. Baruch as the fifth seed
last season, defeated CCNY 53-49 in the CUNYAC quarterfinals.
Baruch will move on to play the College of
Staten Island Dolphins’ who defeated the
Lehman Lightning 81-53 in the first round.
“We are playing with house money and we are
going to play them tough,” said DiNardo. “No
one is expecting us to win. But we are. We
have to play defense.”
Baruch is looking to avenge a season ending
92-72 loss to CSI, in the semifinals last season.
“We didn’t think they would beat us three in
a row, but [Baruch] came out ready to play,”
said Davis on Baruch’s strong performance.
“Even though they are [short], they play with a
lot of heart.”

*All the information in “Baruch Sports
Briefs” is provided by Baruch Sports
Information

Upcoming Baruch Bearcats Sports Schedule
Sport

When

Opponent

Where

Men’s
Volleyball

Tue. 3/2 @
Thu. 3/4 @
Tue. 3/9 @
Sat. 3/13 @
Sat. 3/13 @

Hunter
City Tech
CCNY
Medgar Evers
Brooklyn

Hunter
City Tech
CCNY
Hunter
Hunter

Men’s
Baseball

Sat. 3/13 @ Noon

NYU

NYU

Women’s
Softball

Sat. 3/13 @ Noon

City Tech

City Tech

6 P.M.
7 P.M.
6 P.M.
TBA
TBA

Like College Sports?
Then Cover our Men’s and Womens Teams!
Contact Sports Editor Phillip Gong at:
Icemanpg1701@migente.com

(Clockwise) Baruch’s Alexandra Stamatiades, Christine Klusko and Diane Ramirez pressuring CCNY’s Clarice Bell (34) into giving up the ball. (Photo/ Shan-san Wu)
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Dolphins Jump Over Bearcats to Reach CUNYAC Championship

Bearcats forward Alexandra Stamatiades (33) drives with the ball against CSI’s Jacclyn
Rock (34). Stamatiades finished with a team-high 23 points. (Photo/ Shan-san Wu)

By PHILLIP GONG
Coming into the CUNYAC semifinals match
between the College of Staten Island and
Baruch, the regular season records of both
teams, Baruch (8-5 CUNYAC) and CSI (13-0
CUNYAC), indicated that the latter would have
the advantage. Indeed, right from the opening
tip-off, the Baruch women’s basketball team
struggled to find their shot and fell behind
quickly 20-4. CSI would never look back as
they came out on top with a 71-62 win over
Baruch.
During that drought in the opening minutes,
Baruch only shot 2-12 from the field. Despite
this, however, the Bearcats pressed on.
Baruch’s defensive pressure on the ball caused
CSI to commit many traveling violations and
forced 14 turnovers. This allowed Baruch to cut
CSI’s early 16-point lead to nine points, after
Jessenia Marrero nailed a three-pointer with
2:49 left in the first half. By the end of the first

half however, the Dolphins increased their lead
to 42-28.
CSI was led by the 2003-04 CUNYAC
“Player of the Year,” Jacclyn Rock. Rock
played “rock” solid for the entire duration of
the game. By the end of the first half, Rock
already had a double-double with 16 points and
15 rebounds. When the game ended, the stats
proved why Rock was named “Player of the
Year” -- she finished with 24 points and 22
rebounds (11 defensive and 11 offensive).
Baruch’s Christine Klusko tried her best to contain Rock, but Rock was just too tough for her
to handle. When asked about Rock’s biggest
advantage, Klusko commented, “Her strength,
she’s a strong girl.”
The start of the second half seemed to mirror
the start of the first for the Bearcats. Baruch’s
shooting woes were similar to the struggles
they had coming out to start the game.
Perimeter shots did not fall for the Bearcats,
which in turn gave the Dolphins a chance to go
on an 11-6 run and expand their lead to 53-34,

a 19-point margin.
Once again, Baruch continued to play strong
defense in the second half and kept the game
close. The Bearcats forced the Dolphins to
commit 34 turnovers for the entire contest.
After their nine-minute dry spell, Baruch’s
shooting improved, and CSI’s lead dwindled
down to eight points. The Bearcats went on a
17-6 run fueled by the hot shooting of
Alexandra Stamatiades, who hit eight straight
points for Baruch during this stretch, making 49 three-pointers and finishing the game with 23
points to lead the Bearcats in scoring.
With the scoreboard showing 59-51 at the
2:39 mark, CSI Head Coach Marguerite
Gualtieri called a timeout to settle her team
down. After the timeout, CSI came out onto the
court composed and under control; they proceeded to go on a 12-5 run. The Dolphins were
led by the scoring efforts of forward Kim
Thompson who scored eight of her 16 points in
the final 2:39 of the game. With 38 seconds left
in the game, Baruch trailed 71-56. Two consecutive three-pointers by Marrero and
Stamatiades closed out the game to make the
final score 71-62, but by then it was too little
too late.
The mood of the Baruch players was one of
disappointment and somberness. They were
clearly saddened to see the season end the way
it had. Team leader Jessenia Marrero (17 points
on 5-18 shooting) was the most stricken. Her
initial reaction to the game was, “I don’t know
what to say.” While looking down and in a
soft-spoken voice she added, “We were fighting
back the whole game.”
The Bearcats definitely clawed their way back
into the game in the second half and it got CSI
worried. At the post-game press conference,
the Dolphins’ Rock remarked, “We panicked
when [Baruch] got within eight points.”
Also present at the post-game press conference was Baruch Head Coach Bob DiNardo.

He praised his team’s effort: “We have small
bodies and big hearts. When you expend as
much energy as we do, you run out of gas.” He
added, “They play their hearts out every game.”
Despite the courage that the Bearcats displayed as a team, their lack of size hurt them in
terms of getting rebounds. This proved to be
the deciding factor in the game. “They killed
us on the boards,” said Baruch point guard
Diane Ramirez. For the game, Baruch was outrebounded 67-33. CSI’s Jacclyn Rock and
Tamara Taylor combined for 36 rebounds by
themselves. Along with 14 rebounds, Taylor
contributed 11 points for the Dolphins.
Assistant Head Coach Mitchell Martinez said,
“She’s [Rock] like glue, everything came to
her. She’s an excellent rebounder.”
Another deciding factor in the game was
Baruch’s sluggish start and poor shooting early
on in the game. After the game, it was revealed
that the team arrived at York minutes before
game time and had insufficient time to warm
up. “We got here [to York Gymnasium] late. I
wanted to get here early. CSI came and had 15
minutes to warm up,” said DiNardo.
Despite the disappointing loss, several
Baruch players reflected upon the season as
being a positive step towards the future. It was
a “good year for us,” said Stamatiades. Klusko
added, “We had a good season. Next year we
will come out stronger.” With a regular season
record of 8-5 CUNYAC, the Baruch women’s
basketball team exceeded the expectations of
pre-season critics who predicted the Bearcats
would finish in last place within the North
Division. These expectations were surpassed as
the Bearcats finished in third place and had a
strong showing in the CUNYAC playoffs.
Baruch showed heart and determination in
each game they played. This post-game comment by DiNardo summarized the entire season
in a nutshell: “I couldn’t be prouder of the
team.”

Bearcats Season Ends With Playoff Loss to City Tech
By PETER KWON
Bearcats forward Sime Marnika rebounded
the miss of the second free throw taken by
Yellow Jackets guard Otis Saylee, with 11 seconds left in regulation. The scoreboard showed
City Tech 65, Baruch 63. The ball was in the
hands of point guard Jonathan Rosario for the
Bearcats to either take the game into overtime
with a two, or setup a three-point shot for the
win.
“He [Rosario] penetrated maybe a little too
deep, maybe he got hit,” lamented Bearcats
Head Coach Ray Rankis. “I didn’t think they
would call [a foul]. We had set something for a
three, but when they missed the second shot,
we kind of got discombobulated a little. Option
one was to set up for a three-point shot.”
“John had a good look,” said Bearcats junior
forward Ross Feldsher. “He could have passed
it out, but he had a good look.”
“I thought he got fouled,” said Bearcats
sophomore forward Esteban Gomez. “I thought
it was a good shot. I [would] trust him with the
ball anytime if I was the coach.”
When the horn sounded, Rosario was on the
floor underneath the Bearcats basket, visibly
upset as the rest of his teammates headed over
to the half-court line to shake hands with the
victorious Yellow Jackets. The final score read
the same as it did 11 seconds ago. Baruch’s
men’s squad had been eliminated in the first
round of the CUNYAC playoffs for the first
time since 2001.
Rosario led the Baruch way with a solid
overall game of 13 points, six rebounds, five
assists, and three steals. Fellow guard John
Burzo struggled all game long, shooting 6-21,
but managed to tie for a game high 18 points to
go along with seven rebounds. Star center
Garry Etienne, recently named to the All-CUNYAC first team and playing what turned out to
be his last game in a Baruch uniform, collected
another double-double by scoring 11 points and
collecting 10 rebounds to go with three block
shots. Marnika, voted onto the All-CUNYAC

second team, rounded out the Bearcats attack
with 10 points and seven rebounds.
City Tech junior forward Jason Senior led
his team with 18 points and 12 rebounds to give
the Yellow Jackets its first victory ever in a
senior men’s division CUNYAC tournament
basketball game. 2003-2004 CUNYAC Player
of the Year, Shacun Malave, added 12 points,
six rebounds, and provided a dominant inside
presence with 10 blocks, including a ridiculous
seven rejections in the first half.
Nearly 12 minutes into the first half, Baruch
trailed by its biggest margin, 23-11, but was
able to cut it to six by halftime. Malave resurrected the Berlin Wall in the first half with the
aforementioned seven blocks, making it very
hard on Etienne and Marnika to score.
Marnika played only seven minutes as a result
of picking up three fouls; this was a direct correlation to the presence of the CUNY version of
the current Los Angeles Lakers center
Shaquille O’Neal.
A quick 8-3 run three minutes into the second half allowed the Bearcats to pull within
one, 35-34. Rosario was the catalyst with two
buckets and an assist. He was the guy for
Baruch from the start of the game to the disappointing sequence in the final seconds.
One positive turning point for the Bearcats
occured with 6:31 left in regulation when
Malave was called for his fifth foul. The
Baruch bench jumped for joy as CUNYAC’s
newest Player of the Year was forced to watch
from his team’s bench. The inside presence of
‘Shaq’ for City Tech was taken away, but the
Bearcats quickly forgot for a moment that the
Yellow Jackets were comprised of more than
just one big man in the middle.
The game was 52-47 in favor of City Tech
with five minutes to go in regulation, when the
Yellow Jackets tried to put the Bearcats away.
Roger Redhead hit two consecutive threepointers to increase his team’s advantage by 10
points, 58-48, with 3:45 remaining. Then what
could have been the coup d’etat for the
Bearcats playoff season took place 40 seconds
later.

A hard, aggressive defensive play by Burzo
on an attempted dunk by Senior led to one of
the referees calling an intentional foul with
3:05 left. At the time, the consensus of the collective patrons in the York College gymnasium
was to stick a fork in Baruch’s season; the game
was over.
“I thought it was a horrible call,” said Burzo.
“Somebody is going up for a dunk and if you
don’t foul him hard you can’t foul him at all. I
didn’t push him. I didn’t hit him. I didn’t push
him off the rim. I didn’t do anything flagrant.
I just went for the ball. I hit his arm.”
“He plays with a lot of emotion, he plays
with a great amount of heart,” Rankis said of
his junior guard. “Every now and then, he may
make a play like that.”
The Baruch squad followed the Burzo foul.
For the next three minutes, they used a frantic
paced 13-5 run to cut it to the previously mentioned 65-63 score. Rosario again was a catalyst as there was one sequence with about 90
seconds to go in the game where he made a layup, stole the ball 20 seconds later, setup Burzo

for a tri-fecta, rebounded Burzo’s miss, and
scored another layup.
Burzo had a chance to tie the game in the
final minute. With Saylee slipping on the floor,
Burzo drilled a 25-footer from behind the left
wing three-point arc with 32 seconds left to cut
Tech’s lead to three, 64-61. Ten seconds later,
Burzo attempted a potential game-tying trey
from the same spot, but missed. The Brooklyn
native’s successful lay-up with 13 seconds
remaining set the stage for Rosario.
Unfortunately, there was no miracle finish this
time around for the Bearcats.
With City Tech’s semi-final win over the
College of Staten Island on February 24, it
more than likely ended any chance of Baruch
earning a berth into the ECAC tournament.
The 2003-2004 season ended in heartbreaking disappointment for the Bearcats. But with
most of the players eligible to return, and a
good recruiting class on the way, next season
cannot come soon enough for Rankis and his
basketball squad.

Senior Garry Etienne (33) goes up hard for a shot, amidst two City Tech defenders. (Photo/
Shan-san Wu)

